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E
nergy is one of the primary foundations supporting evolutionary changes. Because of small size and
improved heat transfer properties, nanofluid-cooled microchannel heat sinks (MCHS) have become a
popular choice for electronics and thermal applications. The influence of employing nanofluids for

cooling a chip was investigated experimentally in this work to evaluate the heat transfer characteristics. The
investigations were carried out to confirm the influence of nanofluid concentration and wall temperature
upon the thermal-hydraulic properties of the microchannel heat sink. In the present study, Al2O3 water
nanofluid was employed, with 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5% nanoparticle volume fractions, mass flow rate
(MFL) 2, 5, and 8 m/s at various inlet tempreture. The resulting experimental findings were verified from
other researchers’ results, which showed an important correlation. The heat transfer efficacy of electronics
cooling systems has been enhanced by the nanofluid technology and configuration of rectangular heat sink.

Keywords: Microchannel heat sink, alumina (Al2O3), nanofluids, thermal management, CFD, experimen-
tation, heat transfer enhancement.

1 Introduction
Energy is one of the primary foundations supporting evolutionary changes [1]. The performance of
mobile phones, tablets, computers, and other electronic devices improves dramatically every year as new
technologies emerge and processing frequencies increase [2]. With the increasing emphasis on processing
speed in the electronics sector, the problem of excessive heat production has been solved straightforwardly
[3], [4]. If the heat produced by such parts isn’t properly evacuated, their useful life will be cut short
very quickly [5]. The existing technology for cooling has reached its limits; hence new solutions must be
developed [6]. Nanofluids with improved thermal characteristics have been shown to be effective coolants in
heat transfer applications [7], [8]. Many types of nanoparticles (NPs) can be employed in the production of
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nanofluids [9], [10]. Measurable increases in the coefficient of heat conductivity are the hallmark of such a
process [11]. When it comes to cooling electronics, a higher integration level can generate a higher heat flux.
Since the microelectronic device’s reliability is highly dependent on its working temperature, consistency
can decrease by as much as 5% for every additional degree above a temperature of 70 to 80◦C [12].

Consequently, increasing the thermal conductivity is crucial to finding a solution to the heat transfer
and flow difficulties that arise at the microscale [13]. However, due to the need for constructing more
advanced processors, these coolants have hit their limits due to their restricted thermal conductivity (for
example, 0.65 W/mC) [14]. As a result, there is a requirement to implement a new coolant to accelerate
the process of convective cooling that takes place inside the MCHS [15], [16].

While working at the Argonne National Laboratory in the United States on a programme supported by
the Department of Energy, Choi and Eastman presented nanofluids ideas [17]. Colloidal dispersion systems,
which nanofluids are, are made up of the base fluid (dispersion medium) and NPs (dispersed phase) [3].
The distributed NPs have a thermal conductivity that is greater than a basic liquid [18]. As a result,
high thermal conductivity is found in produced nanofluids [19]. In addition, the contact and collision that
occurs between NPs, as well as those that occur between NPs and the substrate solution, contribute to a
rise in the effective thermal conductivity of nanofluids [20], [21]. The activity of NPs might cause wear
difficulties that are caused by particles that are millimeters and micrometers in size [22]. Therefore, the
use of nanofluids as novel refrigerants for the purpose of enhancing heat transfer has garnered a significant
amount of interest from academics, which has resulted in numerous novel advancements in a field of heat
transfer [20], [23].

Utilizing nanofluids to enhance thermal properties has gained traction as a research focus in recent years.
Compared to pure fluids, the newly created family of ultrafine (1-100 nm) nanofluid coolants demonstrated
encouraging behavior in laboratory trials [24]. Ellsworth et al. [25] examined the history and development
of water cooling systems, which included hybrid cooling in early IBM units and later transitioned to passive
water cooling. To supply the necessary cooling power while maintaining simple operation at the module
level, water refrigeration has been implemented [4]. For calculating a heat transfer and pressure decreases
for a parallel plate MCHS, the author Xu et al. [26] investigated analytical approaches. Flow conditions and
fine-geometry optimization minimize the entropy production rate. Limitations of air conditioning estimation
based on numerical model and heat sink effects. Raghuraman et al. [27] conducted a computational
investigation of an improved liquid flow features and heat transfer characteristics of rectangular MCHS.
The medium of operation was water. The author Ali et al. [28] investigated the MCHS’s experimental
pressure drop and heat transfer characteristics. A cooling effectiveness of a TiO2 nanofluid diluted to 15%
by weight in water was compared to that of distilled water at 150 W, 125 W, and 100 W. The findings
demonstrated that heat flow was crucial to TiO2 nanofluid’s thermal efficiency and that its usefulness
could be maximized at a reduced thermal cost. Graphene (GNP) nanofluids in water were also used to
examine the angular influence on a pine-fin heat sink channel (0.25–0.75 LPM). Azari et al. [12] studied
the laminar convective coefficient of an Al2O3 / water nanofluid under the same surface conditions in an
experimental and numerical circular tube setup.

Systemic effects on the geometry sink base temperature microprocessor with nanofluid were investigated
by [29]. They used a cylinder-shaped block of copper to run a 325-W heat-generating microprocessor
and compared its performance to that of generally accessible nanofluids and heat sinks. They looked at
thermal sink geometry’s potential, which is sufficient to bring down the higher temperatures produced by
microprocessors to adequate and safe levels. Using numerical methods, Seyf et al. [30] examined usage of
nanofluids in micro-pin-fin MCHS. The heat transfer behavior of Micro-Pin-Fin MCHS was considered
by solving the Navier-Stokes equation and 3-dimensional steady energy equation using a finite volume
approximation and the SIMPLE method. NPs impact on the performance of a microprocessor designed
to cool a central processing unit was investigated by [31]. Experiments and numerical analysis were first
performed on distilled water, and afterward on two concentrations of CuO-water (0.86 and 2.25 vol. %)
used as nano-fluids.

A innovative battery module design using two-layer nanofluids superior phase change medium was
investigated by [32]. In this plan, n stands for main containers, m represents the cells, and p stands
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for secondary containers. In two configurations (771 and 711), each Li-ion cell was allowed to discharge
under three distinct settings [33]. The improvement in heat transport inside projecting heat sources was
investigated by Sultan et al. [34]. In addition, he found a formula that relates the Nu to the Richardson
number. Alumina nanofluids were analyzed for their thermal conductivity and viscosity by Shah et al.
[35]. Their research demonstrated that a- Al2O3 nanofluid has greater thermal stability than common
cooling fluids. From the heat source chilled by forced nanofluid flow, Esmaeil et al. [36] conducted tests for
mixed convection heat transfer. Paraffin wax, an aluminum chip, and nano-silicon carbide (SiC) tubes were
employed to enhance the heater’s performance by [37]. The experimental findings showed that the new air
heater worked well in Bagdad’s climate. For cooling, Siricharoenpanicha et al. [38] utilized a combination
of Ag and Fe3O4 nanofluids. It was taken into account how the flow rate, shape, and MCHS design would
affect thermal dissipation.

Elsayed et al. [39] investigated the influence that utilizing helical coils in conjunction with nanofluids
had on the thermal performance and the pressure drops that occurred in a turbulent flow pattern. The
behavior of a nanofluid combination of Al2O3 NPs and water has been investigated by [40]. This mixture
is now being pumped into a closed system designed to cool chips and other electronic equipment. The
findings of the turbulent flow indicated that the inclusion of NPs in the distilled fluid significantly enhanced
the rate of heat transfer. Additionally, the Glycol Ethylene was utilized for a cooling procedure, with
volumes ranging from 30 to 50 percent [41].

This research aims to investigate how microprocessors’ cooling is affected by utilizing Al2O3 nanofluids,
each of which has a different volume proportion of NPs. A heating chip with dimensions of 5 centimeters by
5 centimeters and a power output of 130 watts may be cooled using thermal management technology. The
Al2O3 NPs were combined in water at varying concentrations of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5% the total volume.
The mass flow rate of the flowing fluid was varied as 2, 5, and 8 m/s at 25, 30 and 35◦C inlet temperature.
This work uses experimental data, verified using data from previous studies and the literature.

2 Experimental Setup

This section discusses details about the experimental setup, methodology adopted for conduction of
experiments, and the information about the test section.

2.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of an experimental setup used in the current study. The various
components used in the experimental setup are a Coolant tank, Syringe pump, Digital differential pressure
transducer, Microchannel test section, Rectangular cartridge heaters, Thermostat, Data Acquisition system,
Computer, Radiator, Digital temperature indicator, and Glass wool.

With the help of a thermostat, heat is sent to the bottom of the MCHS from a rectangular cartridge
heater with a capacity of 300 W and a thickness of 1.5 mm. The heat flux from this heater can range
from 40 kW/m2 to 84 kW/m2. This experiment uses Al2O3 nanofluid with a volume concentration of
0.1% to 0.5%. The leakiness of the MCHS was first examined, and the sensors’ ability to detect changes in
temperature and pressure were validated while water was circulating through them. To keep the MFL
stable, a regulator controlled the speed of the stepper motor. The fluid’s MFL has been timed with a
stopwatch. By changing the flow metre, we can keep the nanofluid flow rate constant at 0.1 LPM. The data
for temperature and pressure were obtained during conditions of relative calm. The following standard
correlation was used to compute the output.

Fei Yu et al. provide the heat transfer correlation [42] as in equation (1).

Q = mc(Tout − Tin) (1)

Where, m – Mass flow rate; c - specific heat capacity.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup block diagram.

Ganapathy et al. provided the following equation for determining the typical Nusselt number [43] as in
equation (2).

Nu = hexp
Dh

k
(2)

Where, k - thermal conductivity; Dh - hydraulic diameter of MCHS.

It is possible to get the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) by using equation (3) [44]

h = Q/((Tw − Tm) ×As × 58) (3)

Where, Q - heat carried by coolant, Tw, and Tm is the surface temperature of MCHS and mean temperature
of the coolant, and as is the surface area of the channel. The equation (4) was used to figure out how much
energy was needed for pumping.

PP = ∆P × Vc × 58 × 1000 (4)

Where, Vc is the volume rate of flow. Yan Fan et al used to figure out the friction factor [45] by equation
(5).

Fexp = 2 × δP /(L× ρ× U2
c ) (5)

Where, Uc is a fluid velocity and L is MCHS length.

Figure 2 shows the pictorial view of an experimental set-up used in the current study. The various
components used in the experimental set-up are Coolant tank (1), Syringe pump (2), Digital differential
pressure transducer (3), Microchannel test section (4), Rectangular cartridge heaters (5), Thermostat (6),
Data Acquisition system (7), Computer (8), Radiator (9), Digital temperature indicator (10) and Glass
wool.

Table 1 displays the descriptions of specific parts employed in the experimental setup. The nanofluid
was moved from the acrylic Coolant tank to the MCHS test section with the help of a syringe pump.
The regulator on the stepper motor that ran the syringe pump was utilized to control a flow rate of a
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Figure 2: Typical experimental setup where Coolant tank (1), Syringe pump (2), Digital differential pressure
transducer (3), Microchannel test section (4), Rectangular cartridge heaters (5), Thermostat (6), Data
Acquisition system (7), Computer (8), Radiator (9), Digital temperature indicator (10) and Glass wool.

nanofluid. Nanofluid has a MFL that ranges from 0.1 lpm to 0.5 lpm. After the radiator and coolant tank,
the temperature of the nanofluid flowing through the MCHS was measured using an Ambetronics K-type
thermocouple with a measuring range of 0°C to 3000°C. A digital differential pressure transducer made by
Setra that can measures pressure values from 0 to 100Kpa was attached to the outlet and inlet sides of a
MCHS for measuring the difference in pressure.
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Figure 3: CAD model microchannel assembly.

At the bottom of the MCHS, three more thermocouples were added to measure a temperature of the
bottom surface of the MCHS. The first is a copper plate heat sink with parallel MCHS. The second part
is a piece of acrylic glass that is put over the MCHS so that the flow can be seen. The last part is a 2
mm-diameter nozzle that is placed above the acrylic glass so that nanofluid can flow through. The nanofluid
can flow through the MCHS plate, which has channels for it to do so. The thermostat ensures that the
rectangular cartridge heater at the bottom of the MCHS always gets the same heat. The nanofluid is
cooled by a cross-flow type radiator that is attached to a MCHS test section and the reservoir. The data
acquisition system sends the temperature of the MCHS to the computer.

2.2 Test Section Fabrication

CAD software was used to draw a model of a MCHS test section, and the vertical milling machine was used
to do the machining. The MCHS was first cut to 50 mm x 50 mm and 3 mm thick for the straight parallel
channels with a vertical milling machine. Then, a wire-cut EDM was used to cut channels in a copper
plate to make the channels that were needed. MCHS was made in size of 35*35* mm with a hydraulic
diameter of channel is 0.2 mm. The total number of channels is 58 and spacing between the channel is
0.5mm. Figure 3 shows CAD model of MCHS assembly.

At the top of the MCHS, a screw holds the acrylic glass that was cut with a CNC machine in place to
stop leaks and let nanofluids flow through.

3 Results and Discussion

For cooling a MCHS, the current work experimentally examined the advantages of using an Al2O3-Water
nanofluid over plain water. The heat transfer properties of Al2O3-Water nanofluid combinations are
evaluated in a rectangular-shaped MCHS under varying circumstances.

3.1 Influence of Mass Flow Rate of Water at Heat Transfer Coefficient

Figure 4 shows the MFL effect of water at HTC with inlet temperature as 25◦C, 30◦C, and 35◦C. By
varying the MFL from 2 m/s to 8 m/s, the HTC are varied from 2847.38 to 8754.14, 2949.71 to 9550.42
and 3120.09 to 10066.73 W/m2K at 25◦C, 30◦C, and 35◦C inlet temperature respectively. Highest HTC of
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Figure 4: Mass flow rate effect of water at heat transfer coefficient with varying inlet temperature.

10066.73 W/m2k was observed at a MFL of 8 m/s at 35◦C inlet temperature, whereas the lowest HTC of
2847.38 W/m2K was observed at a MFL of 2 m/s at 25◦C inlet temperature.

Compared to Al2O3 nanofluid, water is not very good at transferring heat. Because the water MFL has
increased, the Reynolds number increased which made the HTC go up. The results of the experiment were
very similar to those of the studies done by the [46].

3.2 Combined Influence of Mass Flow Rate, Nanofluid Concentration, and Inlet
Temperature on Heat Transfer Coefficient

3.2.1 Influence of Mass Flow Rate and Nanofluid Concentration at 25◦ Inlet Temperature

Figure 5 shows the effect of MFL and % nanofluid concentration of Al2O3 nanofluid on HTC with inlet
temperature as 25◦C. By varying the nanofluid concentration from 0.1 to 0.5%, the HTC s are increased
from 3156.14 to 4436.08, 8096.94 to 10514.16 and 11604.42 to 15044.68 W/m2K for 2 m/s, 5 m/s, and 8
m/s respectively, at 25◦C at inlet temperature. Highest HTC of 15044.68 W/m2k was observed at a MFL
of 8 m/s at 0.5% nanofluid concentration, whereas the lowest HTC of 3156.14 W/m2K was observed at a
MFL of 2 m/s at 0.1% nanofluid concentration.

The MFL and % nanofluid concentration of Al2O3 nanofluid have a considerable effect on the en-
hancement of the HTC such that with an increase in MFL and % nanofluid concentration, HTC increases
considerably. Similar trend was found in the previous research carried out by various researchers. These
findings are in a good agreement with the results reported in [46]. The average HTC was observed to
increase with both the MFL and the % nanofluid concentration.
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Figure 5: Mass flow rate and nanofluid concentration at 25◦ inlet temperaturee.

Figure 6: Mass flow rate and nanofluid concentration at 30◦ inlet temperature.

3.2.2 Influence of Mass Flow Rate and Nanofluid Concentration at 30◦ Inlet Temperature

Figure 6 shows the effect of MFL and % nanofluid concentration of Al2O3 nanofluid on HTC with inlet
temperature as 30◦C. By varying the nanofluid concentration from 0.1 to 0.5%, the HTC are increased
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Figure 7: Mass flow rate and nanofluid concentration at 35◦ inlet temperature.

from 3119.22 to 4493.23, 8195.53 to 11684.54 and 12476.89 to 16656.84 W/m2K for 2 m/s, 5 m/s, and 8
m/s respectively, at 30◦C at inlet temperature. Highest HTC of 16656.84 W/m2k was observed at a MFL
of 8 m/s at 0.5% nanofluid concentration, whereas the lowest HTC of 3119.22 W/m2K was observed at a
MFL of 2 m/s at 0.1% nanofluid concentration.

The MFL and %nanofluid concentration of Al2O3 nanofluid have a significant influence on HTC
enhancement, such that as MFL and % nanofluid concentration rise, HTC increases significantly. A similar
pattern was discovered in prior study conducted by several academics. These findings are consistent with
the findings published in [46]. Overall, the average HTC was shown to be intensified by MFL and %
nanofluid concentration.

3.2.3 Influence of Mass Flow Rate and Nanofluid Concentration at 35◦ Inlet Temperature

Figure 7 shows the effect of MFL and %nanofluid concentration of Al2O3 nanofluid on HTC with inlet
temperature as 35◦C. By varying the nanofluid concentration from 0.1 to 0.5%, the HTC are increased
from 3419.13 to 4615.24, 8131.95 to 12803.49 and 12280.97 to 16524.01 W/m2K for 2 m/s, 5 m/s, and 8
m/s respectively, at 35◦C at inlet temperature. Highest HTC of 16524.01 W/m2k was observed at a MFL
of 8 m/s at 0.5% nanofluid concentration, whereas the lowest HTC of 3419.13 W/m2K was observed at a
MFL of 2 m/s at 0.1% nanofluid concentration.

Both the MFL and the % nanofluid concentration of Al2O3 nanofluid play a key role in the enhancement
of HTC, with the latter increasing dramatically when both parameters are raised. Several scholars have
found a similar pattern in their own research. The results here agree with those found in [46]. On the
whole, it was found that increasing the MFL and the concentration of nanofluids by a percentage both
increased the HTC.

Experiments were conducted to determine an HTC of water and Al2O3-water nanofluids, and the
findings are depicted in Figures 3 to 7. In this case, increasing the MFL results in a large rise in convective
HTC of both Al2O3-water nanofluid and deionized water; nevertheless, the growth rate is very low. The
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increase in the NPs mass fraction results in a rise in the average convective HTC of Al2O3-water nanofluids.
The average convective HTC is significantly greater than or remains very close to the average convective
HTC of 0.4% when the mass fraction of NPs is 0.5%. Both of these outcomes are favorable. The primary
reason for this is that the thermal conductivity of NPs is noticeably higher than that of deionized water,
and that the effective thermal conductivity is improved by any increase in the concentration of NPs. In
other words, increasing the concentration of NPs improves effective thermal conductivity. NPs have the
capacity to simultaneously increase the amount of disturbance in the fluid, reduce the amount of laminar
substrate thickness, and lower the barrier to convection heat transfer.

However, as the concentration of NPs is increased, a further increase in the viscosity coefficient causes a
slowing of movement and particle dispersion, which eventually results in a slower rate of heat transfer. It
was also found that there was a significant connection between the temperature of the fluid when it was
introduced into the system and the phenomena of the HTC. The HTC had a significant increase as a direct
result of the increase in the temperature of the input, which went from 25 degrees Celsius to 35 degrees
Celsius. The average convection HTC of Al2O3-water nanofluids is much higher than that of water as a
flowing medium. This difference is significant enough to be statistically significant. This is mostly owing to
the fact that Al2O3 has a higher density than water, and that molecules with a high density, small size,
and that are packed tightly together will always improve heat transmission.

4 Conclusion
The thermal performance of an Al2O3-water nanofluid was tested inside a heat sink with a rectangular
MCHS. From the results, following conclusions can draw:

1. The heat transfer characteristic was found to be enhanced at increasing concentrations of nanoparticles
compared to lower percentages and pure water.

2. At a mass flow rate of 8 m/s and a concentration of 0.5% nanofluid, the maximum HTC is about
16524.01 W/m2k.

3. Al2O3-water nanofluids demonstrated superior thermal performance compared to water as a flowing
medium.

4. This study shows how the design of a rectangular MCHS geometry and the existence of a nanofluid
mechanism can improve the thermal performance of electronic cooling.

Overall, the Al2O3-water nanofluids demonstrate plausible heat transfer capability, making them a
suitable coolant for application in a MCHS. The friction factor and pressure drop need additional research
before it can be used in a MCHS. Additional research is required to determine whether or not the presence
of Al2O3-water nanofluids in the base fluid results in an increase in pressure drop.
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